To Whom It May Concern,

ALL of the money obtained for this fund should go directly to the VICTIMS and their HEIRS.

I am writing this letter through my daughter.

Sixty years ago, I was evicted from my home and herded into the streets to a life of hell not knowing what each day would bring. Would I live through this day....tomorrow...

Before, my eviction, I was not yet out of my home and my home was being looted by the Nazi troops. I lost the most valuable possessions of my life: my parents, my sisters, my relatives. ALL gone, never to be seen or heard from again.

I only knew my husband to remain alive and then we were sent to the camps.--Separate Camps. I watched as people I knew were rounded up and shot.

Can I be compensated enough for the terror, the anguish, the pain and the loss of everything dear to me, both human losses and material losses?

NO!

Can my children ever be compensated for never knowing their grandparents and cousins?

NO!

Can my heirs be compensated for the loss of paintings, religious articles, jewelry both gold and silver and valuable books. Can they be compensated for the loss of heirlooms that were in the family for Hundreds of years.

No!
The heirs of the Holocaust victims were also damaged by the psychological torture of their parents and this has not yet been quantified fully.

The Swiss used the looted assets that were filtered to Switzerland in order to prolong the war and it ultimately cost the victims more time in Hell.

It is for these compelling reasons that I feel that ALL of the money that is set aside in this judgment should go to the survivors and their heirs. The crimes of humanity were against them and them alone. The money that will be received is a drop in the bucket AND it tainted with blood so they and they alone are entitled to this money.

Sincerely,

[Handwritten Signature]